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Chicago Must End the Use of ShotSpotter to 
Protect Human Rights 

ShotSpotter Claims it Accurately Records Gunshot Audio; Study Proves 
Otherwise 
ShotSpotter is a sound detection system that listens for gunshots, identifies their location, and then, 
after internal verification by artificial intelligence and experts, notifies the police so they can respond.1 
The technology itself records all audio and filters it to only gunshots; however, all audio that is 
captured is stored.2  
 
ShotSpotter does not work in urban settings. Skyscrapers and noises that mimic gunfire affect 
accuracy.3 ShotSpotter has interpreted cars backfiring and dogs barking as gunshots.4 According to a 
study by the MacArthur Justice Center at Northwestern Law, of all ShotSpotter deployments by CPD, 
“89% turned up no gun-related crime and 86% led to no report of any crime at all.”5 This surveillance 
led to more than 40,000 dead-end deployments.6 When officers are deployed based on ShotSpotter, 
“it creates a powder keg situation for residents who just happen to be in the vicinity of a false 
alert.”7 This is a threat to privacy; the technology’s inability to differentiate between gunshots and day-
to-day noises leads to over policing of areas with ShotSpotter technology. 

The Chicago Police Department Uses ShotSpotter to Surveille Black and Brown 
Neighborhoods 
The Chicago Police Department (CPD) uses ShotSpotter as a form of surveillance.8 The City has one 
of the largest contracts for ShotSpotter, having signed a three-year contract worth $23 million in August 
2018 and renewed it in August 2021.9 The sensors are now deployed over 117 square miles of the 
City, spanning 12 police districts.10 
 
ShotSpotter has led to over policing in “high-crime” neighborhoods.11 Although there is no definition 
for “high-crime” neighborhoods, the City has placed ShotSpotter only in neighborhoods with primarily 
Black and Brown residents.12 ShotSpotter devices were first installed in Englewood, with a 
demographic that was 94.6% Black as of 2019.13 Chicago later expanded ShotSpotter deployment 
into 12 of the city’s 22 districts, all in neighborhoods that are primarily Black and Brown.14 
ShotSpotter claims their technology detects ninety percent of gunfire in service areas; as a result police 
activity has skyrocketed in these areas since installation.15 With ShotSpotter classifying dogs barking 
as gunshots, CPD can now consider anyone occupying public space as a suspect for a non-existent 
crime. 

The Use of ShotSpotter to Surveille Black and Brown Neighborhoods is a 
violation of basic human rights 
The use of ShotSpotter by law enforcement to surveille and suppress Black and Brown individuals and 
communities is a violation of the human rights to nondiscrimination and privacy protected by 
international human rights law.16 All persons have the right to be free from discrimination based on 
race, color, sex, national origin, language, religion, political or other opinion.17 Racial discrimination 



includes the “distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, color, descent, or national 
or ethnic origin which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing” the exercise of human rights.18 
 
Additionally, when law enforcement agencies hinder a person’s privacy rights by interfering with their 
private information, they violate their human right to privacy.19 A 2018 study of an acoustic gunshot 
detection system found that although gunshot incidents increased by 259% after implementation, 
“there was not a significant increase in the number of confirmed shootings.”20 The technology led to 
police frequently being dispatched to Black and Brown neighborhoods and given the authority to stop 
anyone within the vicinity of a ShotSpotter alert.21 All kinds of audio, that is not any kind of a public 
safety threat, is recorded and stored.22 All people living in neighborhoods with ShotSpotter installed 
are at risk of CPD over policing under the guise of investigating a ShotSpotter alert.23 CPD using this 
technology to surveille citizens is a brazen violation of the ICCPR, and the City of Chicago must end 
the ShotSpotter contract to protect human rights.24 
 
The #StopShotSpotter Campaign Demands the City to Stop the Use of 
ShotSpotter 
The #StopShotSpotter campaign emerged in July of 2021 to protest Chicago’s renewal of the $10 
million per year contract with ShotSpotter.25 The campaign highlights that ShotSpotter is ineffective, 
expensive, and racist. The audio surveillance technology is used by the Chicago Police Department 
to further police and surveille mostly Black and Latinx communities.26 “It fails to perform its stated 
purpose of reducing gun violence, and instead has cost Chicago $33 million, over 20,000 dead-end 
CPD deployments a year, and heightened and even fatal police presence in Chicago’s Black & Latinx 
neighborhoods.”27 The campaign’s powerful slogan is, “Why invest in ShotSpotter, when you can 
invest in us?”28 
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